SUPPLIES & TOOLS:
• 2 packs Dress It Up® beads: choice of style
• Stretch Magic® cord
• Scissors or wire cutters
• Measuring tape
• Crimp bead
• Needle-nose pliers
• Glue

DIRECTIONS:
1. Measure wrist. Cut a length of Stretch Magic® cord 4" longer than the size of the wrist.
2. Open bead packs. Separate the beads by style.
3. Arrange beads in a nice pattern. The length of the bracelet should be the size of the wrist, plus 1/4".
4. String the beads onto Stretch Magic® cord. Check bracelet for size; cord should have enough stretch to easily move the bracelet over the hand.
5. Place crimp bead on cord. Feed cord end from opposite side of bracelet through crimp bead, so cord emerges from either end of the crimp bead. Pull tightly with crimp bead situated between last 2 beads of bracelet.
6. Flatten crimp bead with needle-nose pliers to secure the beads.
7. Tie a square knot of excess cord close to the crimp bead. Secure knot with a small dot of glue.
8. Feed excess cord through last bead on each side of the bracelet. Trim excess cord with scissors.

Skill Level 1: No experience necessary
Approximate Crafting Time: 30 minutes

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used.
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project.
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